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a b s t r a c t
This paper deals with local rings R possessing anm-canonical ideal ω, R ⊆ ω. In particular
those rings such that the length lR(ω/R) is as short as possible are studied. The same notion
for one-dimensional local Cohen–Macaulay rings was introduced and studied with the
name of Almost Gorenstein. Some necessary conditions, that become also sufficient under
additional hypotheses, are given and examples are provided also in the non-Noetherian
case. The case when the maximal ideal of R is stable is also studied.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The study of domains possessing an m-canonical ideal was first introduced in [6]. We adopt their terminology which
derives from the study of canonical ideals for one-dimensional local Cohen–Macaulay rings. In fact, if R is a one-dimensional
Cohen–Macaulay ring with certain properties (in particular a one-dimensional analytically unramified ring or a one-
dimensional analytically irreducible domain) then R has an m-canonical ideal. On the other hand if a Noetherian ring
has an m-canonical ideal, it is necessarily one-dimensional. However an m-canonical ideal exists also in other cases:
when R is a valuation domain (in this case the maximal ideal is m-canonical) or a PVD of valuation overring (V ,m) with
[V/m : R/m] < ∞. It exists, more generally, for suitable subrings of valuation domains (cf. [2, Theorems 2.14, 2.15, 2.16]).
By [2, Theorem 2.1] an integrally closed local domain with a finitely generatedm-canonical ideal is a valuation domain with
principal maximal ideal.
The concept of m-canonical ideal is relevant in the local case. In fact, for a local ring, the irreducibility property of its
m-canonical ideal has several consequences. These facts are given in Section 2.
Section 3 deals with local rings having a finitely generatedm-canonical ideal. So the results of this section hold both for
some classes of domains and for one-dimensional Noetherian rings. If the m-canonical ideal is principal, we have the class
of local rings such that each regular ideal is divisorial, see [3] and the references therein.
In this paper local rings R with an m-canonical ideal ω, R ⊆ ω, such that the length lR(ω/R) is as short as possible are
considered. The same notion for one-dimensional local Cohen–Macaulay rings was studied in [1] with the name of Almost
Gorenstein and recently used in [8]. Some necessary conditions (that become also sufficient under additional hypotheses)
are given for such rings and examples are also provided in the non-Noetherian case. As a corollary, in theNoetherian case, we
obtain a new characterization of Almost Gorenstein rings. Finally, the case when the maximal ideal of R is stable is studied.
Elements of a ring R that are not zero divisors are called regular. A regular ideal of R is one that contains a regular element.
The results are stated for a local ring R of regular maximal ideal m and of total ring of fractions Q , R 6= Q . The ring R is also
assumed to be aMarot ring (cf. [5]), i.e. each regular ideal is assumed to be generated by its set of regular elements. As usual,
the notation I : J means {x ∈ Q | xJ ⊆ I}, for I, J regular fractional ideals of R. An overring T of R is a ring T , R ⊆ T ⊆ Q , and
the length of an R-moduleM is denoted by lR(M).
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2. Them-canonical ideal
Let (R,m) be a local ring (i.e. a ring with a unique regular maximal ideal) of maximal idealm and residue field k = R/m.
Recall that anm-canonical ideal is a regular fractional idealω of R such thatω : (ω : I) = I , for all regular fractional ideals I of
R. It is well known that for a local ring R possessing anm-canonical ideal several facts hold. We collect them in a proposition
and will make use of them several times in the paper.
Proposition 2.1. Let R be a local ring having an m-canonical ideal ω. Then:
(1) If ω and ω′ are two m-canonical ideals of R, then ω′ = xω, for some regular element x ∈ Q .
(2) ω : ω = R.
(3) If J ⊆ I are regular fractional ideals of R, then lR(I/J) = lR((ω : J)/(ω : I)).
(4) A regular ideal ω˜ of R is m-canonical if and only if it is an irreducible regular fractional ideal, i.e. is not the intersection of any
set of regular fractional ideals properly containing ω˜.
(5) If ω is finitely generated, the minimal number of generators of ω equals lR((R : m)/R).
Proof. In the following references the proofs are given for integral domains, but all of them work also in the ring case.
(1) cf. [6, Proposition 4.2].
(2) cf. [6, Lemma 2.2 (a)].
(3) cf. e.g. [2, Lemma 2.3].
(4) Anm-canonical ideal is irreducible by [6, Lemma 4.1]. Conversely, if ω˜ is an irreducible regular ideal, then




implies that ω˜ equals one of the component of the intersection, i.e. ω˜ = xω is also an m-canonical ideal by (1) (cf. [2,
page 92]).
(5): By Nakayama’s lemma the minimal number of generators of ω equals lR(ω/ωm) = lR((ω : ωm)/(ω : ω)) = lR(((ω :
ω) : m)/R) = lR((R : m)/R) (cf. e.g. [2, Corollary 2.5]).
Note that, if an m-canonical ideal ω exists, and x ∈ ω, x non-zerodivisor, then R ⊆ x−1ω, so, by Proposition 2.1(1), we
can always assume that ω is a fractional ideal containing the ring R. 
A particular class of local rings having an m-canonical ideal is that of those rings having a principal m-canonical ideal.
If the m-canonical ideal exists and is a principal regular ideal, then, by Proposition 2.1(1), we can assume it to be R itself.
Thus each regular ideal of R is divisorial. Following [3] we call such a ring a divisorial ring. It is well known that the condition
lR((R : m)/R) = 1 is not sufficient in general to get a divisorial ring (cf. [3]), however in our case this is true and very simple:
Proposition 2.2. Let (R,m) be a local ring having an m-canonical ideal. Then lR((R : m)/R) = 1 if and only if R is a divisorial
ring.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 2.1(5), lR((R : m)/R) = 1 if and only if lR(ω/ωm) = 1, i.e. if and only if ω is principal
or equivalently if and only if R is a divisorial ring. 
Weobtain that, applying Proposition 2.1, each regular fractional ideal turns out to be an intersection of irreducible regular
fractional ideals. More precisely:
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that the local ring R has an m-canonical ideal ω.
(a) Let I be a finitely generated regular fractional ideal of R and let {ij}hj=1 be a minimal set of generators of I, with ij regular for
each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ h. Then




and the intersection is irredundant.
(b) Each regular fractional ideal of R is an intersection of irreducible regular fractional ideals.
Proof. (a) I =∑hj=1 ijR =∑hj=1 ij(ω : ω) =∑hj=1(ω : i−1j ω) ⊆ ω :⋂hj=1 i−1j ω. Hence⋂hj=1 i−1j ω ⊆ ω : I . On the other hand,








j ω ⊆ i−1l ω
then










(cf. [6, Lemma2.2 (e)] for the first equality), a contradictionwith theminimality of the set of generators of I . By Proposition 2.1
(1), each component is an irreducible fractional ideal.
(b) The argument used in (a) holds also when the regular ideal I is not finitely generated. Moreover the existence of an
m-canonical ideal assures that each regular ideal J of R is of the form ω : I , in fact J = ω : (ω : J). 
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Remark. If the ring R is not local, but has an m-canonical ideal ω, we can say in the same way that each regular fractional
ideal of R is an intersection of fractional ideals of the form xω. In fact what is needed in the proof of Proposition 2.3 is that
ω : ω = R and ω : ∩j Ij =∑j(ω : Ij) and both these facts hold without any local hypothesis, cf. [6, Lemma 2.2, (a) and (e)].
In particular Proposition 2.3 shows the following fact that was already shown in [2, Proposition 2.6] for domains.
Corollary 2.4. Suppose that the local ring R has an m-canonical ideal ω. If ω is minimally generated by t elements, then the ring
R, and each principal regular ideal of R as well, is an irredundant intersection of t irreducible regular fractional deals.
Remark. Recall that the C-M type of a local Cohen–Macaulay ring (A,m) is the dimension of the k = A/m-vector space
Socle(A/(a1, . . . , ad)), where {a1, . . . , ad} is a systemof parameters ofA (cf. e.g. [9, Chapter VI, Definition 3.18]). In particular,
if A is one-dimensional and a is a non-zerodivisor of A, then dimk(Socle(A/a)) = lA/Aa((aA : m)/aA) = lA((A : m)/A) =
dimk((A : m)/A) and the C-M type t turns out to be the number of components of an irredundant intersection of a principal
regular ideal of A in irreducible integral ideals. Thus, recalling Proposition 2.1 and and Corollary 2.4, the C-M type is at the
same time, in the Noetherian one-dimensional case, the number of components of an irredundant intersection of a principal
regular ideal in irreducible fractional ideals and in irreducible integral ideals. We would like to stress that, as Corollary 2.4
shows, the first notion is meaningful also in a non-Noetherian ring possessing a finitely generated m-canonical ideal. Note
that the two notions are really different, in fact an integral ideal which is irreducible as fractional ideal is also irreducible as
integral ideal, but the converse does not hold and there are in general many non-isomorphic irreducible integral ideals as
the example below shows. On the contrary, as we saw, there is essentially only one irreducible regular fractional ideal, the
m-canonical ideal ω and all those of the form xω, x ∈ Q , x non-zerodivisor, isomorphic to ω as R-modules.
Example. If k is a field, R = k[[t3, t8, t10]] is a one-dimensional analytically irreducible ring of value semigroup S =
v(R) = {0, 3, 6, 8,→}. By [7] a fractional ideal with value set {0, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8,→} is canonical. For example such is
ω = k + t2k + t3k + t5k + t6k + t8k[[t]]. So each irreducible fractional ideal of R is of the form xω, for x ∈ k((t))∗.
On the other hand, consider the partial order on S given by
s1 ≤ s2 ⇔ s1 + s3 = s2, for some s3 ∈ S
and, if s ∈ S, set B(s) = {z ∈ S | z ≤ s}. It turns out (cf. [10]) that I = S \ B(s) is an irreducible integral semigroup ideal of S
because each integral semigroup ideal containing I contains s. It follows that I =∑i∈I t ik is an irreducible integral ideal of
R not necessarily of the form xω. For example, for s = 12, we get I = t8k+ t10k+ t11k+ t13k[[t]].
3. Rings of minimal length
For all the section we assume that (R,m) is a local ring with residue field k, which has anm-canonical ideal ωminimally
generated by t elements. As we saw, we can suppose R ⊆ ω.
By Nakayama’s lemma t = lR(ω/ωm). Thus, by Proposition 2.1(5), lR((R : m)/R) = t > 0, so R ( R : m and the ideal m
is divisorial.
Since R ⊆ ω we havem ⊆ Rm ⊆ ωm and
lR(ω/R) = lR(ω/m)− 1 ≥ lR(ω/ωm)− 1 = t − 1.
We define R ofminimal length if, up to the multiplication by a regular element of Q , ω can be chosen such that
lR(ω/R) = t − 1
or equivalently such that
m = ωm.
In case R is a one-dimensional analytically unramified Noetherian ring, according to the terminology of [1], such a ring
is an Almost Gorenstein ring.
Examples. Besides the several examples of one-dimensional Noetherian rings satisfying the definition above, cf. [1], we
have:
(a) If (R,m) is a pseudovaluation domain of valuation overring (V ,m) with 2 ≤ [V/m : R/m] < ∞, then by [2, Theorem
2.14] each fractional ideal ω of R such that R ⊆ ω ⊆ V and lR(V/ω) = 1 is an m-canonical ideal of R, so in this case
lR(ω/R) = lR(V/R)− 1 = lR((R : m)/R)− 1 = t − 1 and R is of minimal length.
(b) Let V = k[[X]] + Yk((X))[[Y ]], where k = Q( 3√2) and X and Y are transcendental and algebraically independent
over k. Then V is a two-dimensional valuation domain with principal maximal ideal XV . By [2, Theorem 2.15] an m-
canonical ideal of the subring R = Q + X2V is ω = Q( 3√2) + X(Q + 3√2Q) + X2V , so that also in this case
lR(ω/R) = lR(V/R)− 1 = lR(R : m/R)− 1 = t − 1 and R is of minimal length.
Proposition 3.1. Let R ⊆ ω ⊆ T , where T is an overring of R with lR(T/R) <∞. Then, if CT = (R : T ),
(a) lR(R/CT )+ t − 1 ≤ lR(T/R)
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(b) If
lR(R/CT )+ t − 1 = lR(T/R)
then R is of minimal length and ωm = m.
Proof. We always have
lR(T/ω) = lR((ω : ω)/(ω : T )) = lR(R/(ω : ωT )) = lR(R/((ω : ω) : T )) = lR(R/CT )
and lR(T/R) = lR(T/ω)+ lR(ω/R) = lR(R/CT )+ lR(ω/R). Since t − 1 ≤ lR(ω/R)we have lR(R/CT )+ t − 1 ≤ lR(T/R). If the
last inequality is an equality then t − 1 = lR(ω/R), so R is of minimal length and ωm = m. 
If t = 1, i.e. if them-canonical ideal is principal, equivalently if R is a divisorial ring, R is trivially of minimal length. If this
happens, in the Noetherian one-dimensional case we have Gorenstein rings.
In [4, Theorem 1.2], it is proved that a local nonvaluation domain D of maximal idealM is divisorial if and only if (M : M)
is a two-generated D-module andM is anm-canonical ideal of (M : M). The following result shows that this last condition
is necessary more generally for rings of minimal length.
Theorem 3.2. Consider the following:
(1) R is of minimal length.
(2) Each regular ideal of (m : m) is divisorial as ideal of R.
(3) m is an m-canonical ideal of (m : m).
Then (1)⇒ (2)⇔ (3).
Proof. Wealready observed that in our hypothesesm is a divisorial ideal of R. We consider first the trivial casewhenm = xR
is a principal ideal. In this case m : m = R and R : m = x−1R, so that t = lR((R : m)/R) = lR(x−1R/R) = lR(R/xR) =
lR(R/m) = 1 and all conditions (1), (2), (3) trivially hold.
Suppose now thatm is not principal, i.e. thatm : m = R : m is a proper overring of R.
(1)⇒ (2). Since R is of minimal length, we can choose anm-canonical idealω of R such thatm = ωm, so thatω ⊆ m : m.
Let I be a regular ideal of (m : m). Observe that ωI ⊆ (m : m)I ⊆ I . On the other hand I ⊆ ωI , because 1 ∈ ω, thus I = ωI .
Now, if I is not a divisorial ideal of R, we have
I ( R : (R : I) ⊆ ω : (R : I).
Hence R : I ( ω : I = ω : ωI = (ω : ω) : I = R : I , a contradiction.
(2)⇒ (3). We have to prove that
m : (m : I) ⊆ I
for each regular ideal I of m : m. First note that m : I = R : I . Indeed if m : I ( R : I , then zI ⊆ R and zI 6⊆ m for some
non-zerodivisor z ∈ Q . It follows that zI = R, thus I = z−1R. But R is not an ideal ofm : m (we are supposing that (m : m) is
strictly bigger than R) and we get a contradiction.
Nowm : (m : I) ⊆ R : (m : I) = R : (R : I) = I and we finish.
(3)⇒ (2). For what we observed above, we suppose R ( m : m. By the Remark after Proposition 2.3 each regular ideal
of I of m : m is an intersection of fractional ideals of the form xm, because m is an m-canonical ideal of m : m. Since m is
divisorial in R, also I , as intersection of divisorial ideals, is divisorial in R. 
The implication (1) ⇒ (2) of Theorem 3.2 can be reversed, adding further hypotheses. We need for that some
terminology and a lemma.
If (A, p) is a local ring and U is a ring containing A, we call the extension A ⊆ U residually rational if p ⊆ R(U), where
R(U) is the Jacobson radical of U and, for each maximal ideal n of U , the residue fields A/p and U/n are isomorphic.
Lemma 3.3. Let (A, p) be a local ring and A ⊆ U a residually rational extension of rings. If M is a U-module of finite length, then
lU(M) = lA(M).
Proof. Let M = M0 ⊃ M1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Mn = 0 be a composition series for the U-module M . It is enough to show that each
Mi/Mi+1 has length 1 also as A-module. So we can suppose that M is a U-module of length 1. In this case M ∼= U/n as
U-module, for some maximal ideal n of U . Since n ∩ A = p,M as A-module is annihilated by p, hence also lA(M) = 1. 
Proposition 3.4. Suppose that (R,m) ⊆ m : m is a residually rational extension of rings and that there exists an overring T of
R such that R ⊆ ω ⊆ T , m : m ⊆ T and lR(T/R) <∞. Then in Theorem 3.2 (2)⇒ (1). Moreover ωm = m.
Proof. Again we can assume R ( m : m. Let CT = R : T and U = m : m. We claim that
lR(T/U) ≤ lR(m/CT ). (?)
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Since lR(T/R) <∞, we have thatM = T/U is a U-module of finite length and by Lemma 3.3 lR(M) = lU(M). Let
U = B0 ⊂ B1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Bh = T
be a sequence of U-modules which realizes the length lR(M) = lU(M). By hypothesis (2) each Bi is a regular fractional
divisorial ideal of R. With the duals we get a sequence of regular ideals of R betweenm and CT ,
m = R : (R : m) ⊃ R : B1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ R : T = CT .
If R : Bi−1 = R : Bi, then Bi−1 = (Bi−1)v = (Bi)v = Bi, a contradiction, hence the sequence is strictly decreasing and the
inequality (?) is proved. Thus lR(T/R) = lR(T/U)+ lR(U/R) ≤ lR(m/CT )+ t = lR(R/CT )+ t−1. Since the opposite inequality
always holds (cf. Proposition 3.1(a)), we have an equality and by Proposition 3.1(b) R is of minimal length andωm = m. 
Recall that a one-dimensional analytically unramified ring is a one-dimensional Noetherian local ring R such that
lR(R¯/R) < ∞, where R¯ is the integral closure of R. It is called residually rational when the extension R ⊆ R¯ is residually
rational. The following is a characterization of a one-dimensional analytically unramified residually rational ring of minimal
length, i.e. Almost Gorenstein.
Corollary 3.5. If R is a one-dimensional analytically unramified and residually rational ring, the conditions (1), (2) and (3) of
Theorem 3.2 are equivalent.
Proof. If R is analytically unramified, an m-canonical ideal ω can be chosen between R and R¯. In fact since ω is a fractional
ideal, for some d ∈ R, d non-zerodivisor, it is dω ⊆ R. Since R¯ is a finite product of DVR’s, we have that dωR¯ is a principal
ideal, dωR¯ = xR¯, for some x ∈ dω, so that R ⊆ x−1dω ⊆ R¯. Moreover m : m ⊆ R¯ because m is finitely generated. Finally
lR(R¯/R) < ∞ by definition of analytically unramified. Hence all the hypotheses mentioned in Proposition 3.4 are verified,
taking T = R¯. 
Corollary 3.5 is not true if the ring is not residually rational as the following example shows.
Example. An example of a one-dimensional analytically irreducible ring such that conditions (2) and (3) of Theorem 3.2
hold, but condition (1) does not hold.
Let k ⊂ L ⊂ K be fields, with [L : k] = 2, [K : L] = 2 and letW be a k-subspace of K dimension 3, L ⊂ W ⊂ K . Take for
example k = Q, L = Q(√2), K = Q( 4√2),W = Q + 4√2Q + 4√22Q. Consider the following subring of the ring of formal
power series ring K [[t]]:
R = k+ t2L+ t4L+ t5W + t6W + t7K [[t]]
of maximal idealm = t2L+ t4L+ t5W + t6W + t7K [[t]]. We have that U = m : m = L+ t2L+ t3W + t4W + t5K [[t]] is
a divisorial ring, in fact U¯ = K [[t]] and lU(U¯/U) = lU(U/U : U¯) = 10 (where the computation of the length is easily done
according to [11, Proposition 11]). Thus an m-canonical ideal of U is U itself, U = t−2m. It follows that conditions (3) and
(2) of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied. Anm-canonical ideal of R is ω = k+ tk+ t2L+ t3K + t4L+ t5K + t6W + t7K [[t]] (cf. [11,
Theorem 5]). It is R ⊆ ω ⊆ R¯, butω 6⊆ m : m, soωm 6⊆ m. For each x ∈ Q , if R ⊆ xω then xω 6⊆ m : m, so R is not of minimal
length.
We say thatm is a stable ideal if it is principal in the overringm : m.
Corollary 3.6. If R is of minimal length and m is stable, then the overring m : m is a divisorial ring.
Proof. Let U = m : m. Sincem is stable,m = xU , that is U = x−1m, for some x ∈ Q . For each regular ideal I of U , we have
U : (U : I) = x−1m : (x−1m : I) = m : (m : I).
By Theorem 3.2(1)⇒ (3), we have that m is an m-canonical ideal of U and so U : (U : I) = m : (m : I) = I and U is a
divisorial ring. 
With some additional hypotheses we have also the converse.
Corollary 3.7. If m : m is a divisorial ring and the hypotheses of Proposition 3.4 are verified, then R is of minimal length. If
moreover one of the following two conditions hold:
(a) m : m is local
(b) mT is a principal ideal in the overring T
then m is a stable ideal of R.
Proof. The statement is trivial ifm is a principal ideal of R. So, as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we can supposem : m = R : m.
Each regular ideal of U = m : m is divisorial as ideal of U = R : m, so it is divisorial as ideal of R. Thus condition (2) of
Theorem 3.2 is verified and by Proposition 3.4 we get R of minimal length and ωm = m.
Now consider the second part of the statement. Condition (2) of Theorem 3.2 implies condition (3), thus m is an m-
canonical ideal of U . On the other hand U is a divisorial ring, thus, in casem : m is local (hypothesis (a)), by Proposition 2.1
(1),m = xU , for some x ∈ Q andm is stable.
Suppose now that condition (b) of the statement holds, i.e. thatmT = zT , for some z ∈ m. We claim that zU = m. Since
zU ⊆ m, it is enough to prove that lR(m/CT ) = lR(zU/CT ), where CT = R : T .
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Since U = R : m = m : m is a divisorial ring, lU(U/U : T ) = lU(T/U) and, by Lemma 3.3
lR(U/U : T ) = lR(T/U).
The length on the left is equal to lR(zU/z(U : T )) and, since
z(U : T ) = z((R : m) : T ) = zR : mT = zR : zT = R : T
we have on the left lR(zU/CT ).
We claim that the length on the right is lR(m/CT ). We know that R is of minimal length, i.e. lR(ω/R) = t − 1, and
ωm = m, so that R ⊆ ω ⊆ U ⊆ T . Since lR(U/R) = lR((R : m)/R) = t we have lR(U/ω) = 1 and lR(T/U) = lR(T/ω)− 1 =
lR(R/CT )− 1 = lR(m/CT ).
Thus zU = m, i.e.m is principal in U = m : m and so it is a stable ideal. 
As a particular case of Corollary 3.7 we reobtain Proposition 25 in [1]. This result has been recently used by S.L. Kleiman
and R. Vidal Martins to study the canonical model of a singular curve, cf. [8].
Corollary 3.8 ([1, Proposition 25]). Let (R,m) be a one-dimensional analytically unramified residually rational ring. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(1) R is Almost Gorenstein of maximal embedding dimension.
(2) m:m is a Gorenstein ring.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2). It is Corollary 3.6, in fact Almost Gorenstein means of minimal length and of maximal embedding
dimension is equivalent to saym stable.
(2)⇒ (1). It is enough to observe that if (R,m) is a one-dimensional analytically unramified residually rational ring the
hypotheses of Proposition 3.4 are verified with T = R¯. So Corollary 3.7 can be applied with the hypothesis (b) because T = R¯
is a direct product of DVR’s in this case. 
Remark. Note that the Example after Corollary 3.5 shows how also Corollary 3.8 holds only if the ring is residually rational.
With the Noetherian language the ring (R,m) of that example is not Almost Gorenstein, butm : m is Gorenstein.
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